There is a strong correlation between the amount of GABA injected and the duration of the blockade (see Experimental Procedures). There seems to be two components in the recovery, one fast and another slow. When we use very small volumes of GABA (15-25 nl), the recovery time is always fast. However, larger volumes (or many injections in a short period of time) are usually followed by both a fast and a slow recovery (see activity in this figure after the fourth injection). The mechanism for the slow recovery is unknown; however, it is likely to be responsible for the recovery time of previous studies that used larger volumes of GABA to inactivate brain regions. (C) The same strong correlation is shown normalized for ten injection sites from different experiments. In each site, we made several injections with increasingly larger volumes as in Figure 1C , 1996) . This basic circuit of excitatory connections represents input to cortical layer 4), while leaving the thalamic inputs from other geniculate layers and the medial interthe essence of feed-forward models in primary visual cortex. Implicit in the model is the prediction that the inactivation of the main geniculate inputs to layer 4 should affect the responses of both layer 4 simple cells and layer 2ϩ3 complex cells. We tested this hypothesis by making precisely centered GABA blockades in layer A of LGN (the main source of thalamic input to cortical layer 4) while recording simultaneously from layer 2ϩ3 complex cells and layer 4 simple cells that showed correlated firing consistent with a monosynaptic connection. A multielectrode array was introduced in the medial bank of the cortex. Since each of the electrodes could be moved independently and run parallel to the cortical surface, we could record from cells within the same orientation column at different cortical layers. In addition, we introduced a double micropipette in layer A of LGN; one of the micropipette barrels was used to make very small injections of GABA (10-20 mM, usually 15-25 nl) and the other to record multiunit activity. Since the two barrels of the micropipette were separated by less than 2 m, the geniculate multiunit activity could be used to precisely map the retinotopic center of the injection. This technical approach had two main advantages. First, it allowed us to make several reversible blockades, as small volumes of GABA do not damage the tissue. Second, by using reverse correlation, we could simultaneously map all receptive fields (simple cell, complex cell, and geniculate multiunit activity) to quantify precisely the retinotopic alignment. Figure 1A shows the effect of several GABA injections on the response of the geniculate multiunit activity recorded from the double micropipette. Each dot represents a spike; each raster line a bar sweep. The sum of all spikes within each raster line is represented by the histogram on the right (each bin represents a raster line). For each case studied, we made several injections of GABA of increasingly larger volume, beginning with very small volumes and allowing the activity to recover before making the next injection. The volume of GABA injected was strongly correlated with the duration of the blockade as shown in Figure 1B (for the case represented in the figure) and in Figure 1C (for ten other cases). Once the double micropipette and the cortical electrodes were was strongly correlated with the duration of the simple cell inactivation. In this case, a single GABA injection searched for a complex cell that received monosynaptic ‫51ف(‬ nl) was enough to entirely suppress the visual reinput from the simple cell (as estimated by crosscorrelasponses of the simple cell for approximately 30 s. This tion analysis). This search was successful in a few cases injection was restricted to a small portion of layer A in (n ϭ 9). Figure 3 shows an example. In this case, the LGN. The volume of GABA had to be increased to 30-40 simple cell had a receptive field made of two separate nl to reach layer A1 and to more than 100 nl to cross and elongated subregions (on, in red; off, in blue), and layer A1 and reach layer C. These measurements are the complex cell produced on-off responses throughout in good agreement with previous spread estimates for the entire receptive field (represented in green GABA injections in layer A of LGN inactivated mostly Moreover, their injections were relatively big and inactisimple cells in layer 4. As a consequence of inactivating vated large regions of tissue ‫032-511ف(‬ nl; Malpeli, these simple cell inputs, most complex cells in the su-1983). Small retinotopic misalignments were more probperficial layers became also silent. Before we address lematic in our experiments because we used very small the significance of these findings, we will discuss other volumes of GABA (most of the times ‫52-51ف‬ nl). We alternative interpretations. controlled for this potential problem with two different
The best alternative explanation is based on some strategies. First, we quantified precisely the alignment "first order" complex cells located at the bottom of layer for each single case by using reverse correlation to si-3 that receive direct thalamic input ( Tanaka (1983) showed that the thalamic inputs layer 2 in MIN].) Moreover, because area 18 receptive onto complex cells were three to four times weaker than fields are usually three times larger than area 17 reonto simple cells and S1 cells. Moreover, in our own ceptive fields, inactivating a cortical cell in this area study we frequently found direct LGN (layer A) inputs would require blocking a thalamic region that is at least to simple cells and S1 cells but rarely to on-off layer 3 three times larger than the regions inactivated in our complex cells (Alonso and Martinez, 1998 , 1999) . We also injected saline in several we decided to adopt the S1 term instead because the circuitry of S1 cells seem to differ from that of classical simple cells and complex experiments to make sure that our thalamic inactivation was due to the direct effect of GABA and not to an unspecific effect produced cells. The term S1 is chosen to give credit to the original description of these receptive fields (Schiller et al., 1976 
A1, all thalamic structures that were not affected by our injections (see Orban, 1984, for review). (Notice that during our GABA blockades, and while stimulating corticially difficult to inactivate by layer A blockades probably cal cells through the contralateral eye, other contralatbecause they receive additional inputs from the C layeral thalamic inputs remain visually driven [layer C and ers). There is also increasing evidence that the direct C2 in LGN, layer 1 in MIN] and other ipsilateral inputs thalamic input to complex cells is weak. Previous studremain spontaneously active [layer A1 and C1 in LGN, ies by

